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How to use this toolkit

This toolkit supports educators and young people to develop and 
apply critical thinking skills to the ever-changing demands of online 
and offline communication.

Section 1 provides background information about how this resource 
came to be and how it links with UK education practice and priorities.

Section 2 provides activities and ideas to inspire lesson planning and 
enhance schemes of work. It can be adapted for use in assemblies, 
tutor time, PSHE, collapsed timetable, school linking days or for the 
training of digital leaders within school or out of school settings. 

Initially designed for 11 to 14 years age range, some activities were 
trialled successfully with younger and older children and young 
people. We recommend that educators take a flexible approach and 
consider the specific needs, experience and maturity of the young 
people they are working with.
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Background

What was the project and was it a success?

This resource was created as a collaborative project between Global Education Derby 

and two partner schools, keen to increase staff confidence and expertise in developing 

digital citizenship, focusing on media and information literacy competences, within and 

beyond the classroom.

From the outset, our digital literacy project worked with small numbers of students 

in alternative provision contexts. This was beneficial as the teachers involved had 

freedom to be innovative and creative. It also required much flexibility around 

the framing, timing and delivery of planned activities. This is reflected in the ideas 

contained in this toolkit, enshrined in a mix and match approach, where changes of 

direction and timings can be participant led and fluid.

We found that work often needed breaking down into smaller steps to maintain 

concentration. Experimentation with games, off campus visits and specialist input from 

external providers, creating animations and short films bringing students ideas to life, 

were all explored during the learning process. 

Through exploring the workings of the internet and social media, young people became 

more knowledgeable about identity and diversity. They became more aware of:

    • Benefits and challenges of diversity

    • Impacts of stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination

    • Importance of language, beliefs and values in cultural identities

    • Role of language in prejudice, discrimination and exclusion

    • The concept of fake news and use of bias writing and representation

    • How perceptions can be shaped by echo chambers and filter bubbles

Project participants gained a deeper understanding of how choices, made online and 

offline, impact not only on individuals but on other people too. Everyone became more 

aware of the power of language and the potential of negative words and hate speech to 

damage our sense of identity and belonging.

As a result, adults and young people alike, felt more empowered to identify emotional 

manipulation and to consider the consequences of our behaviours, so there were many 

personal and professional gains for all participants.
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Rationale

In a rapidly changing and complex society, the boundaries between online and offline 

worlds are increasingly blurred. The power of the internet is continually changing 

the way we live our lives, interact with others and consume information – there is 

no turning back, and, indeed technological advances will continue at a pace. This is a 

challenge for everyone, but especially so for young people coming to terms with who 

they are and their place in the world.

Young people today have grown up surrounded by mobile phones, computers, 

games consoles and internet connectivity, but do they have the thinking skills to 

recognise when they are taking a risk online, being deceived or exposed to bullying or 

manipulation? If adults are finding this scenario difficult, then it is certainly no easier 

for children or young people.  It is vital that young people build their own knowledge 

and resilience to navigate 21st century life.  

Concerns about keeping young people safe online and providing parents with 

adequate advice often take centre stage. The internet is designed to attract, fascinate 

and communicate. Our brief was to support young people to develop their personal 

awareness of how social media can distort messages, track personal preferences, 

control our online diet and influence our opinions. While recognising the great 

benefits and powerful pull of the online world, we aimed to develop critical thinking 

skills, curiosity, analysis, thoughtful questioning and reflection. This is crucial in order 

to become confident navigators of online content and proactive members of our 

communities at personal, local, national or global scales.

Further information on the implications of the internet for the lives and rights of 

children and young people are embodied in the Growing Up Digital report by The 

Children’s Commissioner (2017): 

https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/publication/growing-up-digital/

Why was the project needed?
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Links to the PSHE Association Programme of Study

The activities within this toolkit are compatible with the Personal Social Health and 
Economic Education (PSHE) Programme of Study, produced by the PSHE Association to 
support schools to meet their statutory obligations under the 2014 National Curriculum: 
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/curriculum-and-resources/resources/programme-
study-pshe-education-key-stages-1%E2%80%935

Here is an example of relevant PSHE learning outcomes for Key Stage 3 students:

Core Theme 1:
Health and Wellbeing

Core Theme 2:
Relationships

Core Theme 3:
Living in the Wider World

Students should be taught: Students should be taught: Students should be taught:

H19. that identity is affected by 
a range of factors, including the 
media and a positive sense of self

R1. the qualities and behaviours 
they should expect and exhibit 
in a wide variety of positive 
relationships (including teams, 
class, friendships, etc)

L1. to recognise, clarify and if
necessary challenge their own
core values and how their 
values influence their choices

H20. ways of recognising and
reducing risk, minimising harm 
and strategies for getting help in 
emergency and risky situations

R3. to further develop the
communication skills of active
listening, negotiation, offering 
and receiving constructive 
feedback and assertiveness

L3. the similarities, differences 
and diversity among people of
different race, culture, ability,
disability, sex, gender, identity, 
age and sexual orientation, plus 
the impact of stereotyping,
prejudice, bigotry, bullying, and 
discrimination on individuals 
and communities

R30. to recognise peer pressure 
and have strategies to manage it; 
to recognise ‘group think’
(where the cohesion of the group 
becomes more important than 
the choices or actions of the 
group) and to develop strategies 
for managing it

L4. strategies for safely
challenging stereotypes,
prejudice, bigotry, bullying, 
and discrimination when they 
witness or experience it in their 
daily lives

R35. the safe and responsible use 
of information communication 
technology (including safe 
management of own and others’ 
personal data including images)

L6. about the primacy of human 
rights, and how to safely 
access sources of support for 
themselves or their peers if 
they have concerns or fears 
about those rights being 
undermined or ignored
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Links to UK Council for Internet Safety

Education for a Connected World framework (February 2018)

This online publication prioritises supporting educators and young people 

(students) to balance the many benefits of internet use with the skills of critical 

appraisal, in order to stay safe and make a positive contribution online. It offers 

detailed guidance on the digital knowledge and skills to be expected at different 

ages and phases of education. Eight specific areas of online education are 

addressed from early years through to further education.

 1.  Self-image and Identity 

 2.  Online relationships 

 3.  Online reputation 

 4.  Online bullying 

 5.  Managing online information 

 6.  Health, wellbeing and lifestyle 

 7.  Privacy and security

 8.  Copyright and ownership 

The “Managing Online Information” Section is particularly relevant to this toolkit; 
other strands are also pertinent and useful:

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/education-for-a-connected-world

Both PSHE Association and UK Council for Internet Safety guidance are intended 
to enrich planning for PSHE and Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural (SMSC) 
development across the whole curriculum and can contribute to learning in both 
formal and informal settings.
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Why Global Learning?
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Global learning investigates real life issues and their implications for 
individuals, families and communities internationally, nationally and locally. A 
broad and inclusive discipline, it focuses on the knowledge and understanding, 
values, attitudes and skills citizens need to flourish in 21st Century. 

An appreciation of cultural diversity and multiple perspectives is vital when 
considering the vast scope of the benefits and pitfalls of the World Wide Web 
– how can we approach it positively, but with a level of caution and ability to 
challenge and critique?

The key concepts of global learning offer a doorway into the digital arena and 
developing the core skills and mindset required. For the purposes of this toolkit, 
we focus particularly on critical and creative thinking skills. A useful overview 
of these skills can be found within the “Education for Global Citizenship: A guide 
for schools”, published by Oxfam:
https://www.oxfam.org.uk/education/resources/education-for-global-
citizenship-a-guide-for-schools

Global learning actively encourages people to ask questions, consider and 
rethink their perspectives. Asking questions about the wider world, and in 
turn ourselves, helps us critically engage with the multi-media influences 
surrounding our lives: 

   • Who created this? What was their purpose?

   • Is there evidence of opinion, bias or emotional manipulation? 

   • Are any assumptions being made? Where will this thinking lead? 

   • How can I find out more? 

All these are useful questions underpinning many of the activities within this 
toolkit.

https://www.oxfam.org.uk/education/resources/education-for-global-citizenship-a-guide-for-schools
https://www.oxfam.org.uk/education/resources/education-for-global-citizenship-a-guide-for-schools


Participatory Methodology

Participatory methodologies are central to global learning practice. Taking on a 
supportive facilitation role, encouraging young people to take responsibility for shaping 
their own learning, is recommended to use this resource effectively. 

Terminology such as facilitator, educator, participant, and young people is used widely in 
the toolkit. This is in order to emphasise participatory techniques and that the resource 
is adaptable to youth and community settings. It does not mean that the resource is not 
intended for use by teachers and their pupils or students!

Time for dialogue, discussion and personal reflection needs to be modelled by the 
facilitator with ground rules agreed collaboratively to ensure a shared understanding 
and purpose for the group. Listening and responding to each other respectfully, rather 
than “telling” and “arguing,” is the key to fostering collaboration, cooperation and 
developing clarity of thought and expression.

Drama games and conventions provide a fun and creative way to introduce issues and 
generate enquiry. Such games are effective at breaking down barriers, promoting self-
expression, cooperation and communication skills. Creative and critical thinking are 
natural outcomes of drama with potential to explore empathy, imagination, assumptions 
and problem solving. They can work well as a stimulus, not only with students who know 
each other well but also with students who are unfamiliar with each other. This makes 
them extremely useful for students taking part in school linking or transition activities.

The activities are presented in three sections to introduce, scaffold and extend learning 
experiences for educators to select, adapt and modify to meet the needs of their cohort.

Connect Activities – Starter activities to introduce the issues and get people talking

Challenge Activities – Taking things a little deeper through critical thought and analysis

Change Activities – Promoting student leadership, decision making and collaboration, 
giving learning a real purpose and audience.

Assessment for Learning 

Participatory methodology involves regular opportunity to examine what is working 
well and where improvements can be made next time. The toolkit ends with a suggestion 
of how young people can be involved in measuring their own progress. Educators are 
welcome to use or adapt this idea, along with all the activities shared in this resource.
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Connect Activities
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Opportunities to connect with others, share ideas and spark discussion



Connect Activities

Selfie and Celebrity

Each participant walks freely around the room, when facilitator calls out “Selfie” 
they make a crazy pose, freeze and move on.

Each participant thinks of a celebrity they would like a “Selfie” with. When the 
facilitator calls out “Celeb” participants must find a partner and strike a pose. 
Facilitator taps selected participants on the shoulder and asks them which 
celebrity they are posing with.

Each participant takes on the role of a celebrity – repeat activity and facilitator 
taps shoulders to find which celebrities are posing together.

Two Truths and a Lie

Each person writes three facts about themselves – two facts are to be true and 
one to be fictitious.

Share your facts with a partner and see if you can work out which is the untruth 
in their list.

Who managed to identify the lies? How did you work it out? Was anyone a 
successful liar?

Is it easy to make up lies/tell lies? Is it easier to tell lies online?

How can we tell if a fact is true or not? 

Do we believe everything we see, hear or read? Does it matter?
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Polar Opposites

Mark out a line on the ground using rope or tape.

Provide group with some “Would you rather” choices and they choose to stand the side 

of the line they identify with/prefer, for example:

Brussels Sprouts or Cabbage
KFC or McDonalds
Coffee or Tea
Bath or Shower
Cats or Dogs
Apple or Android
Obama or Trump
Hot or Cold

Is it easy to choose? Must we always be in one camp or another? Discuss how opinion 

can become polarised. Are extremes inevitable? What is a balanced view?

Opinion Lines

Place “agree” and “disagree” at either the end of a line and ask students to stand on the 

line to represent their views about statements.

Young people are more open minded than older people.
Banter is fun and does no harm.
Friends are people who see the world the same way that you do.
I listen more to people that agree with me.
It is easy to imagine yourself in another person’s shoes.
Disagreements can lead to greater understanding.
I feel angry when people disregard my beliefs.

Ask participants to explain their reasoning and justify their decision.  Participants can 

change their position, if they change their perspective, having listened to the views of 

others.
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Internet Interconnections

Participants stand in a circle. The first person introduces themselves and says what 
they enjoy about using the internet, “My name is Jon, and I love the internet because...” 
and throws/rolls a ball to a person across the circle to another person. They continue 
the game, introducing themselves and saying what they enjoy most about.

The group are tasked to sort themselves into groups, according to what they enjoy 
most: Gamers, Vloggers, Bloggers, Texters, Talkers, etc.

Each group comes up with 3 bullet points to state why they enjoy that aspect of 
internet communication so much and feedback ideas to the whole group to identify 
benefits.

Picture This

Thought-provoking images from social media/news outlets are selected on a theme 
eg. climate, people, food, natural world, emotions - depending on the interests of the 
group - and each image is cut in half.

Each participant takes half a picture and finds the person with the other half. Each pair 
discusses their picture and then joins with another pair to share their pictures and 
discuss together. 

Groups feedback and a list of key words is generated from discussion. Each group 
chooses a key word, phrase or concept and create a group freeze frame to illustrate it.

Curious Questions

A range of “soundbite” slogans, tweets or images are provided on large sheets of paper 
and pinned on the wall/distributed around the room.

Participants wander around the stimuli and can write questions about the images/
statements in silence. For example: Who wrote this? How old is this tweet? Has this 
image been “Photoshopped”?

The facilitator invites participants to stand near the stimuli they find most interesting 
or disturbing. What caught their attention? What is it telling you? What is it not telling 
you? What do you need to know to gain a more rounded perspective? 

Does it play on people’s emotions?  Is there an alternative viewpoint?  Does it promote 
a simple or complex message?  Is it promoting or challenging stereotypes?
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Thought Tracking

A viral image is selected from a popular meme or image in the news and 

displayed prominently.

Participants create a freeze frame in groups replicating the image, taking up the 

position and posture of the people in the image. Each participant is now in role 

and has a short time to reflect on the feelings of the person portrayed in the 

image.

The facilitator moves between the groups and gently taps a participant on the 

shoulder. They can now express their thoughts as the character they represent, 

before the facilitator moves on to a different character/group.

The facilitator ensures that different perspectives are aired and the “voice” of 

varied characters in the image are heard.

Thought Tapping

A similar process to the previous activity - perhaps after a prominent viral story 

has been discussed by the group or to explore an advertisement or social media 

campaign causing controversy.

One group of participants only take up a pose representing the people involved 

in the story or photograph while the rest of the group observe and reflect.

The observing participants join on to the freeze frame in turn, speaking out 

on behalf of the character they choose to touch and remain in position. Each 

person can choose to extend an earlier thought, by joining onto to a previous 

spokesperson or choose a new character to represent.
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Four Corners

Label each corner of the room “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Disagree”, “Strongly 
Disagree”.

Make a statement, allow some individual thinking time, and ask participants to 
stand in the corner that most represents their view.

I feel lost without my Smartphone.

It is easier to make friends online than offline.

Information found using a search engine is likely to be true.

It is easy to spot rumours or fake news on social media.

Social media is free of charge for all to enjoy.

Ask participants to explain their reasoning and justify their decision.  Participants 
can change their position, if they change their perspective, having listened to the 
views of others.

Heroes and Villains

Each participant is invited to put forward a historical figure or current celebrity 
and explain why they should be considered a hero or a villain, justifying their 
opinion. Other participants can put forward evidence in favour or disagreeing 
with the portrayal of the individual concerned.  This activity can be used to begin a 
discussion about where we get our impressions about other people from. 

How reliable are historical sources and the sources of information we use 
today? How can we be sure that what we hear, read or see is trustworthy?  Can 
information be biased?

Are we making assumptions based on our own experience or emotional reactions? 
Can you give an example of where your judgment about someone’s motives can be 
wrong? 
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Challenge Activities

Opportunities to think, analyse and reflect
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Challenge Activities

What knowledge, skills and values will a 21st Century digital citizen need?

Aim of Challenge: 

To deepen understanding of how rapid technological progress and change impacts upon 

individuals and the wider society.

Learning Outcomes:

By the end of the session participants will have:

    • Recognised the inevitably of constant change in the digital world.

    • Identified key competences required for 21st Century citizens.

    • Made connections with their own experience and future.

Resources:

Select an appropriate video clip to demonstrate the demands of 21st Century life, 

including some information on technological change.

Here are two examples but there are many more:

Shift Happens 2019:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTM06NZOyDQ

Digital Citizens Guide (Australia):  https://vimeo.com/120654240

Flipchart paper and pens

Stimulus and Introduction:

Show video clip – asking participants to note down three key ideas while clip is shown.

Share and discuss their notes and responses.

Promote dialogue and enquiry:

Ask participants to imagine a young person of the future, perhaps yet to be born in 2020.

How will their lives be similar or different to our own?

What challenges will they face? Can you imagine what their hopes or fears may be?

What will they need to learn at school?

What will they need to know or understand? (knowledge), 

What will they need to be able to do? (skills),

What attitudes and outlooks will help them? (values and attitudes)
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Collaboration for Critical and Creative Thinking:

In small groups, draw a large person.  Add symbols, images and words to 
show the knowledge, skills, values and attitudes the young person of the 
future will need to thrive and succeed.

Reflection:

Each group gives feedback on their diagram. Pick out commonalities and 
relate back to our own lives today.

Do we need these skills? How can we develop them? Are we 21st century 
digital citizens ourselves?

Is knowledge fixed or is it constantly changing? Will we always see things 
as we do today – or will we need to be open to change?
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Spiders and Flies: Friendships, Football and Fallouts

Aim of Challenge: 
To gain a deeper understanding of peer pressure and “group think”.

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the session participants will have:
    • Gained an understanding of how rumours and fake news spread very quickly online.
    • Explored how situations can be blown out of proportion by online coverage.

Resources:
“The Tale of Lavaepool and Weberton” animation  https://vimeo.com/386838055
“Why, Why, Why Chain” worksheet
Flipchart paper and pens

Stimulus and Introduction:
Who likes spiders? Who likes flies? 
What provokes our reaction? Is it rational? Does it come from fear? Do our instincts and 
reactions get out of control? Are we aware of the roots of our behaviours and feelings?
Show the animation “The Tale of Lavaepool and Weberton” – up to the point where Dexter is 
talking to the spiders about missing Loo, the fly. (3.05)

Promote Dialogue and Enquiry:
Is a friendship between a spider and a fly unusual? What causes the conflict between them?  

How does the situation get worse?  What pressure is Dexter under? How does he feel? 

In pairs, complete a “Why, Why, Why” chain to record the reasons for the breakdown in 

Dexter and Loo’s relationship.

What role did the reporting of the event, rumour, social media, “group think” play?

Show the remainder of the animation.

Why did it take Loo and Dexter a long time to make contact? How was the problem solved?

Why does Dexter say it affected “all spiders and flies and even some other creatures?”

What lesson did they learn?
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Collaboration for Critical and Creative Thinking:

How did technology both create and help solve the conflict?

In small groups, draw a large tree, recording the causes of the conflict 

on the roots and the consequences on the branches. Solutions can be 

drawn as fruit on the tree. Highlight or circle the role technology paid in a 

different colour.

Reflection:

Evaluate the impact a) technology b) the actions of the characters have 

on the story.

What are the lessons to be learned about the relationship between 

people and the digital world?
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Discuss the issue and record your thoughts, about the reasons behind the problem, on the chart.  

Remember reasons are often inter-connected.

Instructions for Why-Why-Why Chain activities can be found on P12 of the Global Citizenship in the Classroom – A guide for 
teachers (Oxfam) https://www.oxfam.org.uk/education/resources/global-citizenship-in-the-classroom-a-guide-for-teachers

WHY?

ISSUE

WHY?

WHY?

WHY?

WHY?

WHY?
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Aim of Challenge:
To deepen understanding about the difficulties posed by misleading, manipulated or 

invented information.

Learning Objectives:
By the end of this session participants will have:

• Extended vocabulary and understanding around the nuances of fake or misleading stories.

• Interrogated and questioned online information.

Resources:
Stimulus Film:  

https://futureadvocacy.com/deepfakes/

Websites for analysis:  

http://www.thedogisland.com/index.html

http://www.miketheheadlesschicken.org/mike

http://descy.50megs.com/akcj3/bmd.html

http://www.timetravelfund.com/

Can you spot Fake News? checklist

Stimulus and Introduction:
Show Deep Fake video of Boris Johnson or Jeremy Corbyn, both available from the Future 

Advocacy website.

Is it really Boris Johnson/Jeremy Corbyn? How do we know that?

Who has made the video? Why have they made it? What audience is it aimed at? 

What is the message?

Promote Dialogue and Enquiry:
Make a Venn diagram with two hoops/circles, labelled “fake” and “misleading” for each small 

group.

Discuss and sort a set of synonyms for both words into appropriate sets on the diagram.

Are there any words you are unsure about? Which words were the hardest to place? Did any 

words intersect the circles? Is it easy to decide what is the truth and what is false?
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Collaboration for Critical and Creative Thinking:

Set the scene that anyone can put anything on the web. There is a lot of 
misinformation - sometimes by genuine error, sometimes for fun, sometimes 
with a deliberate intention to mislead or trick.

Introduce simple guidelines to critically-evaluate websites or fake news 
stories. Each group must review a website to assess if it is a credible source 
of information or not. They must give evidence to support their conclusions 
about the website.

After each group has presented, reveal that all the websites are “spoofs” - 
made up for fun.

Reflection:

Can the group suggest 3 top tips for reliable online research, that will help 
avoid misleading information?

What questions should always be asked about any website or information to 
check for reliability, bias or deception?
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Beware fake or misleading information on-line.   Always ask questions and check things out.  

Read the following questions and select “Yes” or “No”.  

The more ticks in “No”, the more likely the story or website is fake.

Acknowledgement: Worksheet adapted from several sources, including ProQuest Guided Research and 
Melissa Zimdars, assistant professor of communication and media at Merrimack College

Yes No

1.

Look Carefully – Use Your Eyes!
Fake websites often look amateurish, have lots of annoying ads, and use altered or 
stolen images.
Does it seem high quality?

2.

Identify the Source
Where has it come from?  Check the source and search online for more information.
Is the source well known, well respected, and trustworthy?

3.
Check the Web Domain
Many fake news URLs look odd and don’t match where it says it is from.  
Does the URL seem genuine?

4.

Check the “About Us” Section
Trustworthy websites usually include detailed background information and email 
contacts in the “About/About Us” section.
Does the site provide detailed background information and contacts?

5.

Identify the Author
Fake news articles often don’t include author names. If included, search the author’s 
name online to see if he or she is well known and respected.
Does it have a trusted author?

6.

Identify the Message
Read the text carefully. Fake sites often push one viewpoint, have an angry tone, or 
make outrageous claims.
Does the message seem fair, balanced, and reasonable?

7.

Assess Spelling, Grammar, and Punctuation
Fake websites and news are often badly written with lots of spelling mistakes, CAPITAL 
LETTERS and punctuation in the wrong places. 
Does the text have proper spelling, grammar, and punctuation?

8.

Check the Date
Old stories can be changed and recycled to make them seem new.  Real websites are 
regularly updated and maintained.
Is the website up to date?

9.

Find More Information
Search the internet for more articles on the same topic. If you can’t find any, chances are 
it is fake.
Are there more online articles by others on this topic?

10.
Turn to Fact Checkers
FactCheck.org, Snopes.com, PolitiFact.com are widely trusted fact-checking websites.
Do the fact checkers say the news story is true?
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Aim of Challenge: 

To explore the power of the internet, to promote positive and negative language and 

perception.

Learning Outcomes:

By the end of the session participants will have:

    • Shared different perspectives on the benefits and pitfalls of the online world.

    • Identified positive and negative messaging online.

    • Considered how online messaging can impact on groups or individuals.

Resources:

Animation - Mobile World by Steve Cutts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfCdhQc53n8

Steve Cutts is an artist who expresses his thoughts about the world through his work.

Stimulus and Introduction:

Watch the animation.

Ask participants to take a few moments to think individually about this animation. 
Share thoughts with a partner.

Promote Dialogue and Enquiry:

Gather a list of key words from the group to describe the themes explored in the 

animation eg. obsessed, addiction, zombies, unresponsive, isolated, etc.

Are these adjectives a true reflection of the mobile world? 

Why do we often hear the negative view?

In pairs, list the positive and negatives of social media and choose an example to 

share.

When does the positive tip over into the negative?

Are there individuals and/or groups in society that lose out, through how they are 

represented online? 

List suggestions for reference by group.
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Collaboration for Critical and Creative Thinking:

In small groups, select and research an individual or specific population 
demographic and analyse how they are portrayed online such as 
refugees, footballers, women, faith groups, etc.

Encourage groups to analyse a range of online sources – images, news 
sites, social media networks, to gain a broad and varied sample and 
report back on their findings.

Ask group for ideas on how they might organise the task effectively and 
efficiently. For example, identify team roles, build on personal strengths, 
set targets.

Set a deadline for teams to report back on their findings, accepting 
questions from their peers.

Reflection:

Did they find evidence of bias, stereotyping, alternative perspectives?

Which voices are heard? Are any voices absent?

Were some social networks or websites more balanced than others?

What trends did you observe?
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Negatives and Positives in the Mobile World 



Aim of Challenge:
To consider the status and impact of social media influencers upon young people.

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the session participants will have:
    • Reflected on how they influence and are influenced by others.
    • Researched the benefits of a social media marketing campaign.
    • Considered how they can be manipulated by marketing strategies.

Resources:
Lengths of string

Websites:
https://influencermarketinghub.com/top-25-influencers-uk/
https://www.asa.org.uk/
Whiteboards and pens

Stimulus and Introduction:
Each participant is given the end of a length of string. The facilitator stands centrally and 
holds the other end of each string, with the group spaced around in an arc.

Individuals are asked to consider who or what influences them most from a range of 
options.

On prompt from game leader, they move backwards and lengthen the string to show if 
they feel the influence is low and forwards (closer to the centre) to show if they feel the 
influence is high.

Criteria to be considered can be selected from:
TELEVISION, FILMS, SCHOOL FRIENDS, A CELEBRITY, GOVERNMENT, SIBLINGS, 
ONLINE FRIENDS, TEACHERS, FAMILY MEMBER, POLITICIAN, BEST FRIEND, 
YOUTUBER

Participants have opportunity to comment on their own position or patterns emerging 
in the group responses.

Promote Dialogue and Enquiry:
Are we always aware when we are being influenced and for what purpose?
What is a social media influencer? Can you name any? Discuss social influencers you 
know with a partner and what you like about them.
How do they benefit from their profile on social media?
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https://influencermarketinghub.com/top-25-influencers-uk/
https://www.asa.org.uk/


Ensure that participants are aware that money can be earned from 
advertisements, sponsored posts, blogs or product placement – whether 
celebrities or not.

Collaboration for Critical and Creative Thinking:

Place the group into teams who are now “in role” as a marketing agency.  

Participants must on a name for their agency.

Introduce Scenario:

An American drinks manufacturer wishes to launch a new energy drink for 
teenagers in the UK.

Using your research skills and knowledge, each team must produce a pitch for 
a social media advertising campaign to market the drink.

Which social network will you use? Who is your chosen influencer? What will 
be the advantages of your campaign over more traditional advertising?

The contract will be awarded to the most persuasive and informative team.
Provide feedback/peer review on presentations.

Facilitator can refer to Advertising Standards Agency (ASA) website and 
guidelines it has for all types of adverts.

Are they aware of any restrictions on advertising? Why are guidelines 
needed?

Do the public or individuals also have a role to play in monitoring what they 
interact with?

Reflection:

Repeat starter activity with string. This time participants are to think about 
the influence they have upon others, rather than the other way round.

Do we underestimate our influence?

Is it important to be aware of our influence on those around us? 

How can influence be increased or decreased?
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Aim of Challenge: 
To consolidate understanding of the many factors influencing perceptions and 
decision making.

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the session participants will have:
    • Become familiarised with a range of common propaganda techniques.
    • Generated creative presentations to illustrate these techniques.

Resources:
Short interview about documentary “Propaganda: The Art of Selling Lies” (April 
2019):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=md0btR5A4io
“Propaganda technique labels and short descriptions” worksheet

Stimulus and Introduction:
What is propaganda? Write own definitions on whiteboards and compare with a 
dictionary definition.

Show film clip. Why has the film maker chosen to make this film? Do you agree 
with his point of view?

Does it fit in with what we have been learning about how information is 
presented?

Promote Dialogue and Enquiry:
Explain that propaganda techniques are often used by filmmakers, advertisers, 
politicians, activists, etc to encourage us to take their side, buy their product 
or support their ideas. We cannot avoid propaganda, but we can develop the 
critical thinking skills to identify it better.

Provide each pair with labels for propaganda techniques and separate short 
descriptions on card.

Can they match the label to the correct description? 
Have we come across any of these propaganda techniques during our challenge 
activities?  
Are there any that are new to us or any we are not sure about?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=md0btR5A4io


Collaboration for Critical and Creative Thinking:

Place the propaganda technique labels in a bag and each group must 
pick one out.

They must find a way to illustrate that specific propaganda technique 
for the rest of the participants to guess. It could be through a game, 
drama sketch, mime, visual aid, song or other creative idea.

Avoid using any of the vocabulary or definitions provided.

Every team member must have a role. 

Each group has 10 minutes to prepare and then present to the class.

Reflection:

Does propaganda affect me? 

Are there steps I can take to keep myself well informed?

What questions should I be asking about information I come across?
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Cut out and mix up:

Bandwagon
Being influenced in order to fit in, 
because everyone else is doing it.

Assertion
Saying something like it is a fact, when it’s just

 a statement that may or may not be true.

The lesser of two evils
Convincing a person to make a bad choice by 

comparing it to something that sounds even worse.

Scapegoating
Blaming a problem on one person or group of people 

when the situation is more complicated in reality.

Down with the kids
Acting differently in order to be accepted 

by a group, so they will listen to you.

Transfer
Transferring what you think or feel 
about one thing onto another thing.

Omission
Missing out small facts that

change the meaning of the message.
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Propaganda Technique Labels and Short Descriptions



Change Activities

Opportunities to develop personal skills through practical action
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Resources:  
The Kingsmead News animation: https://vimeo.com/384760529

Online reference points:
https://www.internetmatters.org/advice/
https://parentzone.org.uk/parents

Scenario: 
At a school near you, Year 6 have been learning about social media and the internet 
at school.

The children love going online to play games, talk to friends and find out new things 
to help with homework.

Year 6 were shocked to learn that everything you read on the internet may not be 
true. Lots of them thought everything they watched on YouTube was absolute fact. 

The children did not realise that what they searched for online affected what they 
saw on their newsfeed or meant they could be targeted by advertisers or even 
tricked. They did not understand that bullying could happen online either.

Their teacher agreed to let them make some animations to show in assembly for 
the other children and parents, to help them understand more about the internet.

Watch a copy of the film they made - play “The Kingsmead News” animations.

Talking Points: 

    • What did you think of the film?

    • What are the good things about it? 

    • Did any key words or characters jump out?

    • How did it make you feel? 

    • Was it successful at getting a message across? 

Making sense of the online world for parents
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The assembly went well but, afterwards, some parents admitted to the 

head teacher that they didn’t understand the film. The parents said they 

lacked knowledge and wanted to know how to help their children use the 

internet wisely.

The parents asked if the school could provide them with more guidance 

on internet safety and checking out online information, so they can 

improve their own skills and confidence.

The head teacher can provide a room and refreshments. She has asked 

your class, from the nearest secondary school, to organise this event. It 

will last for an hour.

Be aware that you could be talking to your own family and neighbours on 

behalf of the primary school.

Can you:

    • Discuss how your experiences and strengths as young people can 
        help you.

    • Decide on what the most important points to get across to the 
        parents are.

    • Research the advice already available for parents – 
        does it need improving or updating?

    • Share ideas and work in teams to plan and prepare activities 
        and content for the event.

    • Prepare a proposal for the event to share with the head teacher.
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Resources:
News article:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/article/fa349327-bdee-489b-ae44-da4f808d82b8

“Ideas for Social Action: What appeals to you?” worksheet

Scene Setter:
Have you ever heard the expression “Be the change you want to see” or “You are never 
too small to make a difference?”

Many young people are taking social action, inspired by connections or campaigns 
they have made online.

What about you?

Explore this article to learn about campaigns young people are developing on TikTok 
for ideas and inspiration:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/article/fa349327-bdee-489b-ae44-da4f808d82b8

Talking Points:
    • Is there a topic you feel particularly strongly about?

    • Are there any local issues that need attention?

    • What is happening in your school, community or country?

    • Is it a global issue that causes you concern?

    • Is there a way you could use social media to help you?

Can you:
    • Share ideas for a social action campaign your group/class can organise.

    • Agree on what to do.

    • Create an action plan.

    • Check it is OK with your teacher and take advice on board.

    • Get organised.

    • Get started.

Don’t forget to evaluate how things went afterwards – it could enhance your CV and 
build your self-confidence.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/article/fa349327-bdee-489b-ae44-da4f808d82b8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/article/fa349327-bdee-489b-ae44-da4f808d82b8


Add your own ideas or suggestions to help you decide what to do:

Top Tips:

    • Keep it manageable.

    • Be realistic – simple works best.

    • Use your talents, skills and strengths as a team.

    • Involve everyone.

    • Seek advice if you need it.

Contact someone in a 
powerful position to 

share your concerns and 
persuade them to support 

you.

Find other organisations 
that can help you and 
support their mission.

Plan an event such as 
an assembly, coffee 

morning or swap shop to 
talk with people about 

the issue.

Gather information, 
make your own leaflets or 

quizzes to have a display or 
stand at a local venue.

Design and carry out a 
survey to find out if other 
people are interested and 

gather their ideas.

Make a personal pledge 
to make a change and 

lead by example.

Start a lunchtime club or 
plan a workshop for others 

to participate.

Organise a visiting 
speaker, a debate or film 

screening about the issue.

Contact local council, 
press or community 

radio about your plans.

Survey local charities or 
community groups to find 
out what their needs are.

Create a podcast, blog, 
video or awareness 

raising challenge to share 
online.

Identify a national or 
global campaign that you 

can join in with.
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Likert Scales consist of a range of positions between two opposites. It can be a useful tool to 
assess progress in participatory learning. Participants mark on the numbered grid where they 
perceive their position to be. The example below could be used before the unit of work begins 
and then repeated at the end to aid reflection. Alternatively, young people may like to suggest 
criteria to be measured themselves and play a part in devising the assessment tool. 

Rate your digital critical thinking skills:

Low Score 1 2 3 4 5 High Score

I never question what I see 
online

I always question what I see 
online

I never think about where 
a story or photograph has 
come from

I think carefully about where 
a story or photograph has 
come from

I can never recognise bias I can recognise bias

I never notice stereotyping I always notice stereotyping

I cannot explain the 
difference between fact and 
opinion

I can explain the difference 
between fact and opinion

I cannot check information 
for reliability by researching 
well

I can check information 
for reliability through 
researching well

I never notice examples of 
propaganda

I always notice examples of 
propaganda

I never evaluate web 
content well

I always evaluate web 
content well

I never spot fake news I always spot fake news

I have no idea what an echo 
chamber is

I can confidently describe an 
echo chamber

I never look for different 
opinions to mine to learn 
from a new perspective

I always look for different 
opinions to mine to learn 
from a new perspective

I can never recognise 
adverts on social media

I can recognise adverts on 
social media

I accept everything I see or 
hear online as the truth

I am sceptical about what I 
see or hear online

Assessment for Learning
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My first score  My second score  
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